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Innovative design, industry leading performance, customisable 
features, and outstanding dependability ensure our Delta Industrial™  
knife gate valves perform under the most demanding conditions.

For more than 20 years, Delta Industrial™ 
knife gate valves have been serving 
the mining and processing industries 
worldwide, setting the standard for slurry 
knife gate valve performance. 

Our committed team of industry experts 
and experienced engineers utilise their 
unsurpassed attention to detail and quality 
to ensure Weir Minerals lead the industry in 
product innovation. 

Our world class manufacturing facility in 
the USA is equipped with the latest in 
manufacturing and testing technology to 
ensure our customers’ requirements and 
quality standards are met at all times. 

Your trusted operating partner

Delta Industrial™ knife gate valves are 
backed by the vast Weir Minerals Services™ 
network, which means our experts are 
there to support you, every step of the way, 
wherever you may be.

By focusing on performance and reliability, 
we work with you towards achieving 
maximum productivity and efficiency for 
your operation, combined with flexible 
commercial options.

We have an extensive global network able  
to provide services on-site, or at one of our 
120 dedicated service centres.
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Many knife gate valves have serious 
limitations such as leakage to external 
environments during valve cycling and a  
non-cutting gate tip that pushes product 
into the gate seat. 

Our Delta Industrial™ knife gate valves 
are different. Their construction provides a 
zero leakage guarantee due to their unique 
transverse seal and shear gate design. 
Combined with its highly-engineered 
seating arrangement, our range of knife 
gate valves provide exceptional pipeline 
isolation, proving them to be one of  
the highest performing valves in heavy 
duty applications. 

Design features

•  Bi-directional, zero-leakage shut-off.

•  Packingless design. Transverse seal,  
no gate or stem packing.

•  Enclosed body prevents leakage to  
the environment.

•  Seal retained out of the flow stream and 
flush with the bottom port.

•  Full port flow reduces pressure drop and 
turbulence, thus minimising wear.

•  Fully guided, bevelled edge machined  
gate shears through obstructions in  
flowing media.

•  Elastomer port seal is mechanically 
retained by machine groove with  
pinhole anchoring.

•  No seat cavities where solids can collect 
and cause gate interference.

•  Will operate under vacuum conditions.

•  Top-works enclosed with tough  
LEXAN polycarbonate material  
with heavy duty lockout pin. 

•  Yoke design allows fitting for various   
designed actuators.

•  Optional coatings, wear rings and overlays 
for tough slurry duties available.

With a unique transverse seal, and mechanically retained gate  
seal with precision machined metal-to-metal back up seating,  
Delta Industrial™ knife gate valves guarantee zero leakage. 
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Elastomer seal  

Delta Industrial™ knife gate valves have a primary elastomer  
seal. This is provided by an interference fit cord stock (ring seal)  
on the perimeter of the gate that, by design, is protected from the 
flow. The precision machined metal seat provides a secondary seal 
and over-closure protection. The angled leading edge on the blade  
is capable of shearing through objects in the flow media. The 
primary wear surface is metal as opposed to an elastomer sleeve. 
This means it can be repaired by replacing the wear rings or  
re-coating the overlay. The body and wear areas can be 
manufactured from a wide range of materials to ensure optimum 
wear and corrosion protection.

 

Shearing Edges
Extra Thick Gate 
Optional hardened material

Solid Body

Metal Seat 
Optional hardened surface

Resilient Seat

Above: Side view of bottom port, gate and dual seat.

The Shear-Seal Advantage
Transverse gate seal 

To seal from external leakage, the Delta Industrial™ knife gate 
valve utilitises an in-service, repackable, transverse (gate) seal. 
The transverse seal features an upper and lower scraper, and an 
elastomer energised by a pliable compound that can be added 
while the valve is in service. The gate is completely removed  
from the process flow in the full open position. 

 
Delta Industrial™ Valve's Transverse Gate Seal

Gate

Elastomer

Pliable 
Energiser 

Scraper

Scraper
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Our Delta Industrial™ knife gate valves are designed to handle  
extreme abrasive, erosive and corrosive environments.
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Our Delta Industrial™ knife gate valves are designed to handle  
extreme abrasive, erosive and corrosive environments.

Hydrocyclone Feed  
Delta Industrial™  
Class 150/CBB Valve

Hydrocyclone Isolation 
Delta Industrial™  
Class 150 Valve

High Pressure Tailings Isolation 
Delta Industrial™  
Class 150/300/600/CBB Valve

CCD Pump Suction and Discharge 
Delta Industrial™ Class 150/300/CBB 
Valve

Barge Pump Isolation 
Delta Industrial™  
Class 150 /300 Valve
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Our Delta Industrial™ knife gate valves are designed to deliver superior 
performance at high pressures, across a wide range of applications.

There are a number of processes within a mine site which require specialised valves designed to handle highly abrasive environments.  
Delta Industrial™ knife gate valves are ideal for many of these demanding processes. 

Mill circuit

The mill circuit presents a number of issues 
when selecting a valve. Large particle 
sizes, high percentages of solids, and 
high specific gravity make selecting the 
correct valve critical to achieving the least 
possible downtime. We can customise our 
Delta Industrial™ valves to provide optimal 
performance in any part of the mill circuit. 
The Delta Industrial™ Class 150 and Centre, 
Block and Bleed (CBB) valves provide 
outstanding isolation performance, with 
zero leakage shut-off and no discharge to 
the environment during operation.

Tailings and slurry transport

Tailings consist of ground rock and 
process effluents that are generated in a 
mine processing plant. Mechanical and 
chemical processes are used to extract the 
desired product from the run of the mine 
ore and produce a waste stream known 
as tailings.  The pressure in these lines 
can exceed 50bar (725psi), necessitating 
engineered valve solutions for safe and 
reliable operation. We have developed the 
Delta Industrial™ Class 600 valves for such 
applications, being capable of handling 
102bar (1480psi).
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Separation 

Separation areas process large volumes of 
slurry, classifying it based on differences 
in size and/or specific gravity. The output 
from any of these processes produce high 
density slurries that are challenging to 
securely isolate. The Delta Industrial™  
Class 150 or CBB valve, with their self-
flushing, pocketless design, are ideally 
suited to provide reliable isolation whenever 
it is required.

Leaching

Leaching processes provide some of the 
most difficult operating conditions for 
valves; high wear applications, coupled 
with highly corrosive fluid and often high 
temperatures. The outstanding design 
features of our Delta Industrial™ valves, 
such as the encapsulated resilient seat  
and the transverse seal, deliver zero 
leakage, and provide superior wear and 
isolation capabilities. In addition, all of our 
valve components are made from high 
alloy materials. 

Our Delta Industrial™ Class 150, Class 300 
and CBB valves are particularly suited to 
these extreme conditions.

Other industries

Delta Industrial™ knife gate valves deliver 
dependable reliability, providing zero 
leakage isolation, across many severe 
service applications in general industry. Our 
knife gate valves provide low maintenance 
and superior operational performance in 
industries such as: 

Pulp and paper 

- heavy duty cleaners

- liquors and lime slurry

- high density stock

- repulpers

Effluent water plants 

- digester sludge

- sewerage isolation

- grit slurry lime

- thickeners 

Steel industry 

- scrubbers

- blast furnace slurry

- reactors

- power industry 

- ash handling

FGD

- burner lime

- pulverised feed isolation

-  switch separation and  
tailings slurry transport
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Our Delta Industrial™ knife gate valves are designed to reliably 
perform under the most demanding conditions.

Our Delta Industrial™ knife gate valves guarantee zero leakage. 

On discharge isolation, where the valves must seal tightly from either direction under varying pressure differentials, our Delta Industrial™ 
knife gate valves perform with outstanding reliability. 

Delta Industrial™Class 150 valve

The Delta Industrial™ Class 150 valve is 
comprised of three different series: 150, 15S 
and 15L. The 15S and 15L series are fully 
rated ASME Class 150# (PN20) guided shear 
gate valves and are available from 50 mm (2") 
through 1524 mm (60"). Their standard face-
to-face dimensions conform to MSS SP-135, 
and they operate to a maximum pressure 
of 1965 kPa (285 psi) – dependent upon 
materials selected. The Delta Industrial™ 
150 series is also available from 50 mm (2") 
through 1524 mm (60") with to a maximum 
pressure rating of 1035 kPa (150 psi). 

Delta Industrial™Class 600 valve

The Delta Industrial™ Class 600 is a fully 
rated ASME Class 600# (PN100) guided 
shear gate valve. It is available from 50 mm 
(2") through to 600 mm (24") and operates 
to a maximum pressure of 10200 kPa 
(1480 psi). The Delta Industrial™ Class 600 
valve features carbon steel bodies and a 
hardened 17-4-PH stainless steel gate. For 
severe conditions, additional options such 
as wear rings, Chromium Carbide (CCO), or 
Tungsten Carbide (TCO) body overlays are 
available 

Delta Industrial™Class 300 valve 

Delta Industrial™ Class 300 valve includes 
three different series:  300, 30S and 30L.  
The 30S or and 30L series are fully rated 
ASME Class 300# (PN50) guided shear gate 
valves and are available from 50 mm (2") 
through 900mm (36"). Their standard face-
to-face dimensions conform to MSS SP-135, 
and they operate to a maximum pressure 
of 5100 kPa (740 psi) – dependent upon 
materials selected.  The Delta Industrial™ 
300 series is also available from 50 mm 
(2") through 900 mm (36") with a maximum 
pressure rating of 2068 kPa (300 psi).
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Delta Industrial™series CBB valve

The Delta Industrial™ series Centre,  
Block and Bleed (CBB) valve combines two 
separate gates in one body, each sealed 
with their own gate seal and transverse 
seals, and operated by a single actuation 
mechanism. The centre section hosts the 
drain, purge or bleed connections and can 
be customised for each specific application. 
Maximum operating pressures of 5100 
kPa (1440 psi), dependent upon materials 
selected. 

Delta Industrial™ Transmitter  
Isolation valve 

The Delta Industrial™  Transmitter Isolation 
valve is a customised 80 mm (3") series 
150 guided isolation valve. It is designed for 
close coupling to a tank wall and operated 
by a ratchet handle to minimise dead space 
when using transmitters to measure level, 
pH, pressure and so forth. The flange face 
on the tank side is dual drilled with both 
B16.5 and tank flange drilling. 

Delta Industrial™ Stelson™ valve

The Delta Industrial™ Stelson™ series  
valve is a range of 1034 kPa (150 psi)  
CWP rated knife gate valves from 50 mm 
(2") through 400 mm (16"). Its standard 
face-to-face dimensions conform to MSS 
SP-81 and it operates to a maximum 
pressure of 1034 kPa (150 psi), dependent 
upon materials selected. Higher pressure 
versions are available.
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Selecting your Delta Industrial™ knife gate valve 

Personal safety and the environment are critically important in all situations. For optimal performance of our Delta Industrial™ knife gate 
valves, it is vital to have the correct process information. 

Below are some of the major considerations and options when selecting your valve:

Pressure determines the model 

•  For slurry up to 20 bar (up to 285 psi) 
use Delta Industrial™ Class 150 valve

•  For slurry 20 to 51 bar (285 - 740psi) 
use Delta Industrial™ Class 300 valve 

•  For slurry 51 to 102 bar (740 - 1480 
psi) use Delta Industrial™ Class 600 
valve

Chemical make-up of slurry  
determines the materials

For slurries where corrosion is of  
concern, optional materials include:  
316ss, 17-4-PH ss, Alloy 20, 
HASTELLOY C alloy, titanium, and 
duplex stainless steel 

Particle size, consistency, and 
percentage of solids determines 
the wear options

Wear options include:  
Single or dual wear rings, CCO or TCO 
overlays, body and blade coatings, 
hardened blades, and overlays on  
blade tip

Operating mechanism  
determines the actuation 

Optional actuations include:  
Handwheel, bevel gear, fast acting  
lever, double acting pneumatic,  
failsafe pneumatic, hydraulic,  
and electro hydraulic

Control and monitoring options  
determine the accessories 

Optional accessories include:  
Limit switches, proximity switches,  
position transmitters, positioners, 
solenoids, regulators, air filters,  
speed controllers, and junction boxes

The zero leakage design of our Delta Industrial™ valves protects 
both the operator and the environment from process fluids. 
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Solid stainless steel non-rising stem  
for excellent corrosion resistance and 
minimum clearance.

Highly visible fluorescent coloured stem  
nut to verify position. Threads of nut  
coated with XYLAN coating to eliminate the 
need for stem lubrication.

Heavy duty lockout pin for open and  
close position.

Cover made of tough LEXAN polycarbonate 
material protects internal components  
and eliminates pinch points.

Unique transverse seal design and  
scrapers deliver superior sealing even  
in high cycle applications.

Bevelled edge gate to cut through 
 tough solids.

Fully guided gate eliminates gate  
movement during closing and eliminates  
gate deformation.

Flush-out areas ensure product is expelled by 
the blade closing action.

Mechanically retained seal prevents shifting 
during valve operation. Seal location and seat 
design provide full bi-directional sealing and 
zero leakage.

Delta Industrial™ Knife Gate Valve  
Product Features
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Delta Industrial™ valves can be customised to fit the needs of your 
operation.  

Valve Options List

F-OPTION OPTION DESCRIPTION

F1 V Port Option
The V·port option is used in throttling or modulating services, usually in conjunction with option 
F7, Positioner. The V·port is protected by a ceramic coating to prevent erosion.

F2 Powder “Chest” Relief
The F2 option is used in any "powder application" where material can pack up in the chest area 
(e.g., powdered lime and fly ash). The relief is machined out in both sides of the chest area and is 
commonly used with an F99 purge system.

F3 Bore Reducer
The F3 option is used in pump applications where the pipe I.D needs to be reduced to increase 
velocity of flow. It is also frequently used in abrasive gravity feed applications (e.g., hopper bot-
toms) to give added port protection.

D3 Dual Bore Reducer Bore reducers on inlet and outlet sides of the valve.

F4 Ni-Hard Wear Rings
Ni-hard wear rings provide excellent protection to the valve in any abrasive application while 
maintaining the original port size. These are often used in mining, power, paper and steel applica-
tions. They have a Brinnell hardness of 500. 

D4
Front and Back body Ni-
Hard Wear ring

Wear Rings installed on inlet and outlet side of the valve; This option is generally used in severely 
abrasive applications to increase protection of the port.

F5 Drilled Thru Flange Holes
Our valves have tapped flange holes standard, but can be drilled on request. This is priced on 
application.

F6L Limit Switches (MECH)
These are typically used with automated valves, but can also be used with manually operated 
valves. Switches are set to show when the valve is fully open or closed position. 

P6
Prep for Prox Switch and 
Install Target

Drilled to 18mm as standard; other tapped hole sizes available upon request

F6P Prox Switches Open/closed proximity switches.

F7E Positioner (4-20mA)
Electro-pneumatic positioner that runs on 4-20 mA.  Can be used in conjunction with V port to 
throttle flow.

F7P Positioner (3-15 psi air) Positioners that run on 3-15 psi.

F8 Control Solenoid
Used with our standard pneumatic double-acting cylinder. It controls the supply air to fully open 
and close the valve. 

F9 Dual Transverse Seals

This option is available for severe service applications. It is an additional transverse seal which 
is added to the chest area of the valve.  These are standard to Class 150 (pn20) single pair to 16” 
(400mm), double pair 18” (450mm) and above. Class 300 (pn50) and Class 600 (pn100) double 
pair on all sizes.

F10 Special Paint This option is used as needed. Customer must spec the coating material.

F11 Special Paint Actuator See F10 option.

F12 Position Indicator
This option is used when the operators cannot get near the valves. The F 12 provides a highly 
visible external tab to show position of valve.

F13
Stainless Steel (SS) 
Topworks

Typically our standard topworks with dry powder coating is suitable for most applications. How-
ever when it is needed due to an extremely corrosive environment, it is essential.

F14
Stainless Steel (SS) Bolt 
Kit

Certain applications with corrosive environments need SS body bolts. These can be used with our 
standard topworks or with SS topworks.

F15 Stellite Tip Gate
For high velocity abrasive applications a stellite tip is welded to the leading edge of the gate. It 
virtually eliminates wear on the gate tip. It is also commonly used in abrasive throttling applica-
tions with a V·port. 
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Valve Options List - continued

F-OPTION OPTION DESCRIPTION

F16 Gate Guide Modification
Used in powder applications. The gate guides on the sides of the valve are "notched" to allow 
powder to escape the guide area and to eliminate buildup.

F17 Optional Cylinder Size
Optional cylinder sizes are specified per application. Our valves usually have "squared" cylin-
ders (i.e., 12" bore on a 12" valve). A larger diameter cylinder provides more force output while a 
smaller cylinder typically actuates more quickly.

F18
Xylan Coating on Bodies 
and Gates

This option has become standard on most applications. It can be compared to a non-stick coating 
on a frying pan, eliminating buildup of material on “wetted” parts inside the valve. It is used in 
applications where the flow media adheres to the gate and internals of the valve causing binding 
of the gate. This fluoropolymer (Xylan) helps prevent the flow media from adhering to the gate 
and valve internals. The lubricity of this material also lessens the required actuation force by as 
much as 40 percent.

F18G Xylan Gate
Please see F18 (above) Gate only coating is used when the flow media is less adherent and less 
abrasive than media requiring all the “wetted” parts to be coated, but still has the ability to bind 
to and inhibit optimal gate travel.

F19 Purge Ports (Chest) Commonly used with the F2 option above to purge the material that accumulates in the chest.

F20 Purge Ports (Seat) Option to purge the bottom (seat area) of the port.

F21 Hardfaced Port Area
Option to overlay the bottom of the port, usually with chromium carbide or tungsten type materi-
al. Overlay is between the internal flush ports and includes the metal seat.

F22 Oversized Packwells
Additional packing chamber that feeds both packing screw holes with a fractional turn of one 
packwell bolt, allowing for quick and easy adjustment of the transverse seal while the valve is 
fully operational.

F23 Oversized Handwheel Commonly used to offer more leverage to manually open or close a valve.

F24 Hardchrome Gate
The gate goes through the process of having a layer of chromium electroplated onto it.  The 
resulting plating is very hard and reduces friction, improves abrasion tolerance and wear resist-
ance, minimizes galling, and improves corrosion resistance

F27 Flush out Extension
The last one-third of the gate guide is removed allowing solids to drop-out and get flushed from 
the sealing surfaces.

F28 4 Post Top Structure Replaces the standard carbon steel yokes with stainless steel posts

F33 Rotary Manual Lockout Handwheel rotary lockout

F34 Raised Face Flanges B16.5 or B15.47 flange raised face as determined by size and class

F35 Manual Override Manual override for cylinder

F36 Stem/Rod Boot To protect the rod and seals on pneumatic or hydraulic cylinder.

F37
Low Temp Hydraulic/Pneu-
matic Cylinder Seals

Option to change standard seal material in cylinders with elastomer seals rated to -50°C (-122°F) 

F38
Body Material Compatible 
Drain/Purge Port Plugs

Option to specify the plugs for purge ports are made of the same material as the body of the 
valve.

F40
Jergens Lift Rings (2) Per 
Valve

Lifting rings installed (one on each side of the valve) to assist in valve movement and placement.

F99
Other Miscellaneous 
(Specify)

Special options required by the customers and not covered by above F options.
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